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1. US climate change policy (6 points)

The US federal government passed the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) in 2022 which is the

largest climate bill in US history. The following report explains the projected impact of the

bill on carbon emissions in the next decade: https://repeatproject.org/docs/REPEAT_IRA_

Prelminary_Report_2022-08-04.pdf (see slides 6-8).

a) How does the IRA compare with the economists’ prescription that the best remedy is to

set a carbon tax equal to the marginal damage of carbon emissions and just let the free market

work?

Solution: This corrective tax is indeed the classic view of economists derived from the

standard model of externalities. It is striking that almost none of the measures in the IRA

takes the form of tax on carbon. The only aspect related to the tax is a penalty on methane

emissions for oil and gas companies. The tax on carbon key practical weakness is that it is

a regressive consumption tax and hence is very unpopular. Therefore, it is more effective in

practice to directly subsidize and encourage renewable energy.

b) The cost of the climate related spending in the IRA is $555 billion over the next 10 years,

or about .2% of US GDP. Does the cost to the government seem prohibitive or reasonable in

light of the projected impact on US carbon emissions?

Solution: It is striking how large of a projected impact the IRA has on emissions: based on

the report, by 2030, US carbon emissions would be 3b tons instead of 5b tons. This is a 40%

reduction which is massive in light of the very small .2% cost relative to the size of the economy.

This shows that cutting down sharply carbon emissions is no longer very expensive. Given the

high expected costs of carbon emissions, it seems like a no-brainer to move fast.

c) As global warming is due to global emissions, does it make sense for a single country such

as the United States to take unilateral bold steps to decarbonize like it did with the IRA?

Solution: If each jurisdiction (state or country) plays a purely selfish strategy, it indeed does

not make sense to be first mover in decarbonization: The US bears the costs of decarbonization

and the cut in emissions favors the full world (free rider problem). Hence, economists have

typically argued for a coordinated approach through binding treaties (such as Kyoto 1997). In

practice, there could be a lot of value for a single jurisdiction in demonstrating that decarboniza-
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tion is possible. Once the demonstration is done, others can follow. It makes a lot of sense that

the richest countries (US is of the most advanced economy in the world) start and then the

model can be followed more cheaply by poorer countries (developing countries). Furthermore,

decarbonization requires developing new technologies and there is a big advantage in being the

first developer and then dominate the global market in new technologies (e.g., both the US and

China would want their own country companies to dominate such a future global market).

2. True/False Statements (10 points)

Determine whether each statement is true, false, or uncertain and explain why. Answers with

no explanation will receive no points.

(a) If bequests are accidental, then taxing inheritances is undesirable.

FALSE. With accidental bequests, inheritance tax does not affect donors who do not care

about the inheritances they leave and hence do not care about inheritance taxes. The

inheritance tax reduces inheritances received and hence can have a positive effect on the

labor supply of inheritors through income effects. Therefore, in net taxing inheritances is

actually very desirable in this model.

(b) Estate taxation is not popular in the United States in part because the public does not

realize that the estate tax hits only the very rich.

TRUE. See the recent randomized experiment by Kuziemko et al. 2015 that we discussed

in class.

(c) Parks are an example of a pure public good.

UNCERTAIN. Most parks are large enough so that they are non-rival, and few public

parks exclude people. It is, however, hypothetically possible to build a fence around a

park to exclude people (think of a botanical garden).

(d) As CO2 emissions create a classic externality, the only policy needed to solve the problem

is a tax on carbon that would apply in all countries at the same rate and set equal to the

marginal damage created by CO2 emissions.

FALSE. This is the classic view of economists derived from the standard model of exter-

nalities. However, as we discussed in class, there are great difficulties in pricing the cost of

the externality. Furthermore, carbon taxes might suffer from popular opposition as they

are regressive (e.g., yellow vests in France, developing countries that want cheap sources

of energy). Instead, the key goal should be decarbonization which can happen through

a combination of policies: government mandated transition, subsidies to innovation in

renewables, development of renewable infrastructure, and possibly a path of increased

carbon taxes.
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(e) According to the Tiebout model, local public good provision is efficient and tailored to

the tastes of local residents. Hence, it is better to have a fully decentralized government.

FALSE: True if all public goods are local and society does not care about redistribution.

False if there are global public goods (like national defense and expertise in solving prob-

lems that require coordination such as pandemic fighting). False if society cares about

redistribution as local governments cannot do as much for redistribution given mobility

threats (see class notes).
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3. Externalities (10 points)

Cars release air pollution into the atmosphere for every mile driven. Environmental economists

estimate that the marginal damage of cars pollution is $5 per mile driven. The aggregate de-

mand function for gas (a good measure of how many miles a car drives) is given by P = 15−4QD,

where Q is the quantity of gas in million bought per day and P reflects the price of gas per

gallon in dollars. The aggregate supply function is given by P = 5 + QS .

(a) Solve for the equilibrium private market price and quantity that will be generated without

any government intervention.

Solution:

To determine the free market result, we want to set the private marginal benefit equal to

the private marginal cost:

PMB = PMC

15− 4Q = 5 +Q

QFM = 2 million/day

PFM = $7/gallon

(b) What is the socially optimal demand function taking into account externalities?

Solution:

We must subtract MD = 5 from PMB so that:

P = 15− 4QD −MD

P = 15− 4QD − 5

P = 10− 4QD

(c) Solve for the socially optimal equilibrium price and quantity.

Solution:

SMB = SMC

10− 4Q = 5 +Q

QSO = 1 million/day

PSO = $6/gallon
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(d) Calculate the dead-weight loss from the externality.

Solution:

DWL =
1

2
(QFM −QSO)(MD) =

1

2
(2− 1)(5) = 2.5

(e) If the government uses a gas tax to address this externality, what is the optimal tax to

offset the externality?

Solution:

The optimal tax on gas for the externality is equal to the marginal damage at the socially

optimal, i.e. $5 per mile driven.

(f) What are the distributional consequences on a tax on gas, is it a regressive, progressive

or neutral tax?

Solution:

The answer to this question depends on how the consumption of gas is distributed among

the income distribution. If rich people tend to own cars that consumes relatively more

gas per mile driven than poor people cars, the tax on gas would be progressive. Yet, in

a society in which poor people rely relatively more on their car (as they live far from the

city centers with public transportation for example), the tax could become regressive, as

the gas tax paid as a proportion of income would be decreasing with income.
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4. Public Goods 5 Points

San Francisco is considering building a new concert venue. Assume the city has two residents:

Ben and Jerry. San Francisco will fund the concert venue solely from the individual contributions

of these residents. Each of the two residents has a utility function over private goods (xi) and

total venue size (S), of the form:

Ui(xi, S) =
2

3
ln(xi) +

1

3
ln(S)

The total size of the venue is determined by the total number of seats built, S, and is the

sum of the number of seats paid for by Ben and Jerry: S = sB + sJ . Ben has an income of

$1000 and Jerry has an income of $1500. Both the private good and a venue seat have a price

of $1.

a) How many seats will be built if the government does not intervene? How many are paid

for by Ben? By Jerry? (Please clearly mark your final answers.)

We can solve this by substituting our budget constraints into our utility functions and

find the equilibrium based on Ben and Jerry’s response functions.

For Ben, we can substitute xB = 1000− sB and S = sB + sJ then UB = 2
3
ln(1000− sB)+

1
3
ln(sB + sJ). We then attempt to maximize Ben’s utility finding an interior solution:

∂UB

∂sB
= 0 =

2

3
· −1

1000− sB
+

1

3
· 1

sB + sJ

⇒ 2 · 1

1000− sB
=

1

sB + sJ

⇒ s∗B =
1000

2
− 2

3
sJ

This is Ben’s best response function to Jerry’s choice of sJ

Similarly, for Jerry we have UJ = 2
3
ln(1500− sB) +

1
3
ln(sB + sJ).

∂UJ

∂sJ
= 0 =

2

3
· −1

1500− sJ
+

1

3
· 1

sB + sJ

⇒ 2 · 1

1500− sJ
=

1

sB + sJ

⇒ s∗J =
1500

2
− 2

3
sB

We can then solve the system by plugging Jerry’s best response function into Ben’s, or

vice-versa.
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s∗B =
1000

2
− 2

3
sJ

=
1000

2
− 2

3
·
(
1500

2
− 2

3
sB

)
⇒ s∗B = 0

⇒ s∗J =
1500

2
− 2

3
· 0 = 750

b) What is the socially optimal number of seats? If your answer differs from (a), explain

why.(Please clearly mark your final answers.)

We can use the fact that at the optimal level of public good provision, the sum of the

marginal rates of substitutions between the private and the public good for the two indi-

viduals has to be equal to the marginal rate of transformation (given by the price ratio).

In this case, we need MRSB +MRSJ = MRT .

MRSB =
∂UB/∂sB
∂UB/∂xB

=
1
3
· 1
S

2
3

1
xB

=
xB

2S

MRSJ =
∂UJ/∂sJ
∂UJ/∂xJ

=

=
xJ

2S

Since the two goods have a price of $1, MRT = 1. Substituting xB and xJ from the

budget constraints allows us to find the social optimum.

MRT = 1 = MRSB +MRSJ

=
xB + xJ

2S
=

(1000− sB) + (1500− sJ)

2(sB + sJ)

⇒ 2(sB + sJ) = 2500− sB − sJ

⇒ S∗ = (sB + sJ) = 2500/3 ≈ 833
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c) Propose a mechanism the government could use to achieve the socially optimal amount

of seat provision.

There are many correct answers to this question. The government could, for example,

provide the 833 seats and finance them with lump-sum taxes on Ben and Jerry. The

government could also finance the project by imposing taxes based on income (assuming

there are no behavioral responses), so that Ben would pay for 2/5 of the project and Jerry

for 3/5 (based on the fraction of total income each individual has). The taxes would then

be TB = $333.2 and TJ = $499.8, which implies a tax rate of t = 33.32% on income.
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